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For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


Major victory for school librarians


Jessica McGilvray writes: “It’s official and, incredibly, it’s
 virtually unanimous. Thanks in large part to the
 enthusiastic response to an ALA Washington Office call
 to action, as well as a boost from mega-author James
 Patterson, the US Senate on July 8 voted 98–0 in favor
 of the bipartisan Reed-Cochran Amendment to S. 1177,
 the Every Child Achieves Act of 2015. This amendment
 will explicitly make effective school library programs part of the Elementary and Secondary
 Education Act.”...


District Dispatch, July 8


Queens Library answers comptroller’s report


In a sweeping critique of past spending and accounting practices at
 the Queens (N.Y.) Library, a city audit (PDF file) released on July 8
 detailed more than $310,000 in prohibited expenses by the former
 president of the system, Thomas W. Galante, and other executives.
 Trustee Chair Carl S. Koerner said the current board had “launched
 sweeping reforms (PDF file) to address concerns raised by the
 comptroller and other public officials.”...


New York Times, July 8
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Saskatoon libraries help evacuees stay connected


The Saskatoon (Sask.) Public Library is working with forest
 fire evacuees to help them stay connected to their
 communities. Library Director Carol Cooley said the
 library’s mandate is to be a community builder. People who
 are staying in the city temporarily because of the fires can
 get a library card and check out books, or just use the
 computers and internet to stay in contact with loved ones....


CBC News, July 9


Denver Public Library wins Top Innovator Award


The Denver Public Library has won the Urban Libraries Council’s
 award for being the Top Innovator of 2015 because of its teen
 DevCamps. These week-long sessions team teenagers with real-life
 web developers who expose the kids to HTML, CSS, and Javascript.
 For free. The DevCamps have local tech companies as partners and
 supporters, including Universal Mind, Talent Lattice, and
 Galvanize....


Denver Post, July 10


Even teenage boys are sick of sexist video games


Keith Stuart writes: “Many teenage boys are tired of the
 sexualized depiction of women in video games,
 according to a new survey. In the study of about 1,400
 US youths, 47% of middle-school boys and 61% of
 high school boys agreed that women are treated as
 sex objects too often in games. The findings, gathered
 by education consultant Rosalind Wiseman and games
 writer Ashley Burch, counter familiar assumptions that boys will voraciously consume
 media images of scantily clad women without a second thought.”...


The Guardian (UK), July 10; Time, July 8


A quiet culture war in academic libraries


Jacob Berg writes: “University of Utah Associate Dean
 for Scholarly Resources and Collections Rick
 Anderson has published an opinion piece in Insights,
 titled ‘A Quiet Culture War in Research Libraries: And
 What It Means for Librarians, Researchers, and
 Publishers.’ Rather than revealing or elucidating a
 problem, the article can be read as an apologia for the
 current state of scholarly communication and LIS
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 practitioners’ roles in that.”...


BeerBrarian, July 9; UKSG Insights, July 7


New Digital Bodleian website


The Digital.Bodleian website, launched July 8,
 includes more than 100,000 images covering
 everything from beautifully illustrated manuscripts
 and centuries-old maps to Victorian board games
 and Conservative Party election posters from the last
 100 years. For the first time, the public can view
 digital versions of library materials, many of which were only previously accessible by
 obtaining an Oxford University Bodleian Libraries’ readers card....


Bodleian Library, July 9


Top 10 business books of 2015


Brad Hooper writes: “Business and economics touch all our lives in
 some fashion or other, and the following 10 books, reviewed in Booklist
 between July 2014 and June 2015, discuss in superior fashion many of
 the contact points between our personal lives and economic theory and
 practice.” Among them: Citizen Coke: The Making of Coca-Cola
 Capitalism, by Bartow J. Elmore, who takes a riveting look at the origins
 and success of Coca-Cola....


Booklist Online, July 8


How to use browser plug-ins in Windows 10


Chris Hoffman writes: “Browser plug-ins are on their
 way out. Microsoft Edge doesn’t support ActiveX plug-
ins, although it does have built-in Flash support.
 Google Chrome has also discontinued support for the
 NPAPI plug-in format used by Java, Silverlight, Unity,
 and other plug-ins. Most web users can get away
 without these plug-ins, but some sites may still require the Java web plug-in, Silverlight,
 Unity, or something similar, Here’s how to get around that.”...


How-To Geek, July 10; Oct. 14, 2014


Inside LC’s Packard Campus film-preservation facility


Bryan Gardiner writes: “If a film is rare, highly
 flammable, and was made before 1951, there’s a
 good chance it will end up on George Willeman’s
 desk. Or more specifically, in one of his vaults. As the
 nitrate film vault manager at the Library of Congress’
 National Audio-Visual Conservation Center, Willeman
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 presides over more than 160,000 reels of combustible
 cinematic treasure, from the original camera negatives of 1903’s The Great Train Robbery
 to the early holdings of big studios.”...


Wired, July 7


Program idea: Doctor Who trivia contest in Oklahoma


The Norman (Okla.) Public Library held a trivia contest
 about the award-winning BBC series Doctor Who. Jamie
 Hale writes: “The format for the contest consisted of 10
 questions (PDF file) asked during three rounds. Each
 team was given sheets of paper to write their answers
 down. Each question was worth points (three points in
 the first round, four in the second, and five in the third)
 and the questions got harder to answer (PDF file) as the rounds progressed.”...


Programming Librarian, July 7


Go Set a Watchman: Read the first chapter


You can now read the first chapter of Harper Lee’s Go Set a
 Watchman, coming out on July 14, and listen to a sample of Reese
 Witherspoon reading the audiobook. The Wall Street Journal reports on
 the “extreme security measures” in place for the book’s rollout to
 libraries and bookstores in more than 70 countries (it appears shrink-
wrapping counts as an “extreme measure”). Libraries have ordered
 thousands of copies of the book....


Early Word, July 10; The Guardian (UK), July 10; Wall Street Journal,
 July 10; San Francisco Chronicle, July 10
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ALA President’s Message: Libraries transform


ALA President Sari Feldman (right) writes: “Because my grandchildren
 will use technologies I cannot even imagine, libraries transform.
 Because solving for X doesn’t always give us the ‘why,’ libraries
 transform. Welcome to ALA’s new, multiyear public awareness
 campaign, ‘Libraries Transform.’ Its ultimate goal is to increase
 funding support for libraries and advance information policy issues in
 alignment with ALA’s advocacy goals. It demonstrates how libraries
 of all types support individual opportunity and community progress.”...


American Libraries column, July-Aug.


Hildreth, Wong run for ALA treasurer


Susan H. Hildreth (left), executive director of the
 Califa Group, Pacific Library Partnership, Peninsula
 Library System, and administrator of the NorthNet
 Library System in San Mateo, California; and Patricia
 M. (Patty) Wong, county librarian and chief archivist
 of the Yolo County Library in Woodland, California,
 are the candidates for ALA treasurer for 2016–2019.
 The two will engage in a candidates’ forum on January 9, during the 2016 ALA Midwinter
 Meeting in Boston....


Office of ALA Governance, July 28


Task force seeks input on Orlando conference
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The ALA Task Force on Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion was created in the spring of 2014
 by then–ALA President Barbara Stripling. The task force recognizes that incidents of racial
 bias and injustice continue to occur across the country on a regular basis. This brief
 survey focuses on planned Annual Conference attendance in Orlando in 2016 and seeks
 your thoughts regarding conference locations. Responses will be collected through August
 15....


Office for Diversity, Literacy, and Outreach Services, July 7


Library advocate to visit 50 New York libraries


Jeremy Johannesen and his son Jack plan to visit 50
 New York libraries in 10 days. It’s not exactly the top
 vacation trip for most families, but it is the perfect
 adventure for Johannesen, executive director of the New
 York Library Association in Guilderland. They left from
 the Bethlehem (N.Y.) Public Library in Johannesen’s
 1978 Volkswagen camper on July 20 and will return on
 July 30. Johannesen said this is an opportunity to see the day-to-day realities for the
 association’s libraries....


Albany (N.Y.) Times-Union, July 24


 


 


Ohio school districts are cutting librarians


In the past 10 years, the number of librarians or full-time
 equivalents in Ohio public schools has dropped by 43%,
 from 1,628 in the 2004–2005 school year to 923 in the
 2013–2014 year, according to the Ohio Department of
 Education. Many school districts are replacing licensed
 librarians with aides, volunteers, or substitute teachers.
 Those replacements often aren’t qualified to teach
 subjects such as media literacy and database research, or aren’t licensed to teach at all....


 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch, July 27


Help rebury the zombie cybersecurity bill


Adam Eisgrau writes: “In 2014, ALA sounded the
 alarm about privacy-hostile cybersecurity or
 information sharing legislation. Again dubbed a
 zombie for its ability to rise from the legislative dead,
 the current version of the bill (S. 754) goes by the
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 innocuous name of the Cybersecurity Information
 Sharing Act, but CISA is anything but. Not only will it not be as effective as advertised in
 thwarting cyberattacks, but it grants broad new data collection powers to many federal,
 state, and even local government agencies.”...


District Dispatch, July 27; June 26, 2014


Patron privacy in digital libraries


John Hubbard writes: “A library should only collect,
 retain, and disclose users’ personal information so
 that it can provide or improve services. The law
 prevents us from selling demographic details and
 reading lists for commercial gain, or even giving
 away identifying data about use of the library to the public. But it’s clear that commercial
 entities are not consumer advocates when it comes to privacy. So what can libraries
 do?”...


The Medium, July 25


EFF: The Copyright Office belongs in a library


Parker Higgins writes: “The Librarian of Congress has
 come under fire in recent years for, among other
 things, failing to ensure that the Copyright Office has
 the resources and organization it needs to carry out its
 mission in the modern world. But an independent
 Copyright Office is not the right solution. Given the
 purpose of copyright itself—to promote the progress
 of science and the useful arts—that should be the Copyright Office’s mission as well.
 Librarians agree.”...


Electronic Frontier Foundation, July 23


Modeling a skull at Chicago Public Library


Justin Lynch writes: “In the Chicago area, there’s a replica
 of a 10-year-old boy’s skull with a cranial defect. A team of
 doctors at the Loyola University Medical Center wanted to
 make a model of his skull before performing craniofacial
 surgery, but it would have taken three weeks and cost
 $4,000. Instead, they went to the Chicago Public Library
 as part of a trial study and printed out a replica of the
 boy’s skull using a 3D printer. The model took just 12 hours to make. It cost $20 and the
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 surgery was successful.”...


Pacific Standard, July 27; Journal of Craniofacial Surgery 26 (2015): 1584–1586


The 100 best Android apps for 2015


Max Eddy writes: “With nearly 1.5 million apps bouncing around inside
 Google Play, finding a good app to refresh your phone or fill out a
 brand new Android can be daunting. That’s why we’ve put together this
 list of the best Android apps. Here, you’ll find a little bit of everything:
 finance, storage, photo editing, and digital security. For example,
 Photoshop Express (right) is a svelte app, with powerful tools to make
 the most of your mobile snapshots. We put games in a separate list.”...


PC Magazine, July 23; Apr. 24


Librarians: Provide leadership in kids’ tech


Richard Freed writes: “Video game developer Marc
 Prensky has suggested that kids (digital natives) gain
 expertise with tech simply by growing up surrounded by
 the latest gadgets, and that adults’ (digital immigrants)
 proper role is to load kids up with devices and essentially
 stand back and watch. Kids’ wired-for-amusement lives
 clearly interfere with librarians’ goals of advancing reading
 and academic success. Librarians can take some actions to advance youths’ success and
 help them use technology productively.”...


ALSC Blog, July 27


UK, Israel partner to digitize Hebrew manuscripts


The National Library of Israel and the British Library
 have signed an agreement providing for the
 digitization of at least 860 Hebrew manuscripts from
 the British Library’s collection, in addition to 1,250
 already being digitized and made available through
 an earlier project funded by the Polonsky Foundation. Through these two projects, all
 3,200 manuscripts in the British Library’s collection will be fully cataloged, and digitized
 images of at least 2,110 will appear online....


British Library, July 23


Five great books about comics


Janna Tanner writes: “DCPL’s Summer Reading Club 2015 has
 begun and this year’s theme is ‘Every Hero Has a Story!’ In honor of
 this theme, the library is having a number of programs about all types
 of heroes, both real and super. There are many great superhero
 comics, but there are also a number of wonderful books about comics
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 that you should check out. Here are some of my favorites. One is
 Super Graphic: A Visual Guide to the Comic Book Universe by Tim
 Leong, a perfect introduction for a novice seeking an engaging
 introduction to comic book history.”...


District of Columbia Public Library, July 21
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A look at tech: Patron-engaging products in the ALA exhibits


Marshall Breeding writes: “The exhibit hall at the 2015
 ALA Annual Conference offered an almost complete
 representation of the technology products and services
 available to libraries in North America. For technology
 providers, the conference is an opportunity to showcase
 products to more than 20,000 attendees. Those
 considering resource management systems, discovery
 services, ebook lending services, or digitizing
 equipment can get a firsthand glimpse of the available options.” Read AL’s wrap-up of
 Annual Conference events, “Pride and Diversity at Annual 2015.”...


American Libraries features, July 22–23


Hinchliffe, Laughlin seek 2017–2018 ALA presidency


Lisa Janicke Hinchliffe (left), professor and coordinator
 for information literacy services and instruction at the
 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and Sara
 Gaar Laughlin, retired director of the Monroe County
 (Ind.) Public Library in Bloomington, are the candidates
 for the 2017–2018 ALA presidency. Hinchliffe has been
 an ALA member since 1993 and served as the 2010–
2011 president of ACRL. An ALA member since 1980,
 Laughlin served as the 2013–2014 president of ASCLA and was a member of ALA
 Council in 1991–1995. A slate of 60 candidates for ALA Council has been drawn up....
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Office of ALA Governance, July 22–23


School librarian shields friend from Lafayette shooter


A Louisiana school librarian was able to jump in front of her best friend,
 a teacher, and shield her from a hail of bullets as an unhinged
 gunman opened fire on a packed movie theater in Lafayette,
 Louisiana, on July 23. Both Jena Meaux (right), a teacher-librarian at
 Jeanerette (La.) High School for 21 years, and Ali Martin, an English
 teacher at the school, were shot in the leg, but Martin was able to drag
 her way to a fire alarm and pull it. Meaux’s son said his mother was
 recovering from her wound....


New York Daily News, July 24; Lafayette (La.) Daily Advertiser, July 24


 


 


Employee held in French National Library theft


The French police have detained a low-level employee
 of the Bibliothèque nationale de France in connection
 with the disappearance of a collection of 43
 engravings by 16th-century artists valued at up to $4.4
 million. It was the second theft uncovered at the
 library this year. Earlier this summer, the library told
 the police that about twenty 300-year-old maps had
 vanished from its Richelieu-Louvois branch....


 New York Times, July 22; Metro International (Paris), July 23


Qur’an manuscript in Birmingham may be the oldest


A Qur’an manuscript held by the University of Birmingham
 in the UK has been placed among the oldest in the world
 thanks to modern scientific methods. Radiocarbon
 analysis has dated the parchment on which the text is
 written to the period between 568 AD and 645 AD with
 95.4% accuracy. The test was carried out in a laboratory
 at the University of Oxford. The result places the leaves
 close to the time of the Prophet Muhammad, who is generally thought to have lived
 between 570 AD and 632 AD....


University of Birmingham, July 22


Audrey Geisel donates $3 million to renovate UCSD library
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San Diego philanthropist Audrey Geisel has donated
 $3 million toward the renovation of UC San Diego’s
 Geisel Library, named after her and her late
 husband, Theodor “Dr. Seuss” Geisel. The
 renovation initiative will include a reconfigured lobby
 entrance, a significant upgrade to the existing
 Learning Commons, a new Research Commons, a
 cafe and lounge, new technologies, and significant enhancements to furniture, carpeting,
 and finishes....


San Diego (Calif.) Union-Tribune, July 22


Call for nominations: National Medal


Each year, the Institute of Museum and Library Services presents
 select museums and libraries with the nation’s highest honor, the
 National Medal for Museum and Library Service. IMLS is now
 accepting nominations for the 2016 award, which recognizes
 libraries and museums that make significant and exceptional
 contributions in service to their communities. Nomination forms are
 due October 1....


Institute of Museum and Library Services, July 22


Selecting the next Librarian of Congress


Jessamyn West writes: “The Librarian of Congress
 position is open. Most librarians don’t want this job,
 but we do care deeply about who is appointed to the
 position. The position comes with a lot of leeway to
 focus on various aspects of librarianship. Recent
 Librarians of Congress have accomplished many
 things in addition to the day-to-day work of managing a huge staff and what is arguably
 the world’s largest and most international library. Here are some examples.”...


Medium: The Message, July 17


BCALA National Conference speakers announced


The Black Caucus of the American Library Association has announced
 the lineup of speakers and programs for its ninth National
 Conference, August 4–8 in St. Louis. Sociologist, filmmaker, and host
 of History Detectives Tukufu Zuberi will provide the opening session
 keynote, and bestselling author Walter Mosley (right) will be the
 closing-session speaker. Other highlights include an author luncheon
 on the African American experience in graphic novels and a jazz
 brunch after the closing session....


Black Caucus of the American Library Association, July 21
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New OCLC Community Center


The new OCLC Community Center offers a place for
 library staff to connect online, share best practices,
 stay up to date on new product releases, and
 contribute ideas to improve OCLC services.
 Introduced to user groups at the 2015 ALA Annual Conference in June, the Community
 Center is now available to users of WorldCat Discovery Services, WorldShare
 Management Services, and other WorldShare services. More OCLC services will be
 added to the Community Center in the future....


OCLC, July 22


No such thing as 100% security on the internet


Daniel Terdiman writes: “Americans want privacy online,
 and in the post-Edward Snowden/NSA era, we’re more
 vocal than ever about that, even if we may have no clue
 how to get what we want. It’s clear, though, that once we
 put information online, on banking sites, on medical
 sites, on dating sites, and on social media sites, we may
 lose that control. There is no clearinghouse for deleting
 data, and there are countless companies making fortunes by using people’s private
 information to target focused advertising at them.”...


Fast Company, July 22


A history of homophobia in the DDC


Doreen Sullivan writes: “Libraries in more than 138
 countries organize their resources according to the
 Dewey Decimal Classification. Once upon a time and yet
 not so long ago, LGBTI (lesbian, gay, bisexual,
 transgender, and intersex) topics have variously been
 assigned to DDC categories such as Abnormal
 Psychology, Perversion, Derangement, as a Social Problem, and even as Medical
 Disorders. Is it any wonder that someone browsing ‘similar’ library items in this area could
 feel alienated?”...


Overland Literary Journal, July 23


16 trends that will define the future of video games


Keith Stuart and Jordan Erica Webber write:
 “Hundreds of game developers, publishers, and
 analysts recently descended on Brighton for the
 annual Develop conference. There were some
 interesting forward-looking sessions, concerned with
 where the games industry as a whole is heading and
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 the way the sector will operate as a business. Some
 of it is pretty weird. Here are the major trends that we picked up on, all of which could
 completely change the way games are made and played in the near future.”...


The Guardian (UK), July 23
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For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


The Washington Post on libraries and ebooks


James LaRue writes: “An upbeat article in the
 Washington Post on July 10 did a nice job of
 balancing the popularity of ebooks with the library’s
 role as a preserver of print. The editorial board even
 laid the groundwork for funding requests, since libraries can only buy what they can afford,
 and there are tradeoffs between formats. But I find myself wondering a bit about one
 paragraph.”...


AL: E-Content, July 13; Washington Post, July 10


Library Card Sign-up Month


Learn how to leverage this year’s Library Card Sign-up
 Month spokesdog, Snoopy. A free webinar on July 21 will
 offer inexpensive ideas and success stories that libraries
 can easily replicate to create a great library card sign-up
 campaign. Registration is mandatory and limited to the
 first 100 participants who arrive in the virtual room. Some
 participants will be selected at random to receive complimentary Library Card Sign-up
 Month products from ALA Graphics....


Campaign for America’s Libraries, July 14
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Boston Public Library posts rare 15th-century scroll


The Boston Public Library announced July 13 that it
 has posted online the Chronique anonyme universelle,
 or “Genealogy of the Bible,” a 35-foot illuminated scroll
 dating from the 1470s. The manuscript traces the
 genealogy of biblical characters and the royal houses
 of France and England through 1380. The scroll,
 conserved by the Associates of the Boston Public
 Library and digitized by Boston College, is part of
 BPL’s Medieval and Early Renaissance Manuscripts Collection of Distinction....


Boston Public Library, July 13


LC Twitter archive in limbo


Nancy Scola writes: “In the spring of 2010, the Library
 of Congress announced it was acquiring Twitter’s
 entire archive of tweets and planning to make it all
 available to researchers. But more than five years
 later, the project is in limbo. The library is still
 grappling with how to manage an archive that
 amounts to something like half a trillion tweets. The library’s critics also see it as a
 cautionary tale from the 28-year tenure of retiring Librarian of Congress James
 Billington.”...


Politico, July 11


EBSCO helps out Wikipedia health editors


Wikipedia healthcare editors will now have free
 access to the cross-platform, evidence-based, clinical
 reference solution, DynaMed Plus. Wikipedia is
 collaborating with EBSCO Health, the creators of
 DynaMed Plus, to help enhance healthcare entries
 on the popular internet encyclopedia. Editors will be
 given complimentary access to the database to assist in content generation, research, and
 verification of information on pages dedicated to medicine, pharmacology, public health,
 and related topics....


EBSCO, July 14


2015 Will Eisner Comic Industry Awards


Saga, Lumberjanes, and various incarnations of
 Winsor McCay’s Little Nemo were the top honorees at
 the 2015 Will Eisner Comic Industry Awards,
 presented July 10 at San Diego Comic-Con
 International. Saga won Best Continuing Series and
 Best Penciller/Inker for Fiona Staples. Lumberjanes
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 won for Best New Series and Best Publication for
 Teens. The all-new Little Nemo: Dream Another Dream, published by Locust Moon, won
 Best Anthology and Best Publication Design....


Animation Magazine, July 12


2015 ITW Thriller Awards


International Thriller Writers announced their 2015 Thriller Awards
 during a gala on July 11 in New York City. The ITW represents
 professional thriller authors and works to support the careers of debut
 and midlist thriller authors. The Fever (Little, Brown) by Megan Abbott
 won the prize for Best Hardcover Novel, while Nearly Gone (Kathy
 Dawson) by Elle Cosimano won for Best Young Adult Novel. The
 Weight of Blood (Spiegel & Grau) by Laura McHugh took home the
 prize for Best First Novel....


The Booklist Reader, July 13


Firefox now blocks Flash automatically


Daniel Cooper writes: “Flash is the Justin Bieber of
 browser plugins: It’s everywhere, it does nothing useful,
 and every time you see it you want to smash a window.
 On July 13, Facebook’s head of security publicly said that
 it was time for the platform to die, and Mozilla’s Mark
 Schmidt has announced that, as of the latest update, the
 Firefox browser will block Flash automatically. If Adobe won’t do the decent thing and kill
 it, then everyone else will just tool up and beat it to death themselves.”...


Engadget, July 13–14; Firefox, July 13


10 reasons to upgrade to Windows 10


Michael Muchmore writes: “Everybody can finally
 exhale a sigh of relief: Windows 8 is going away, and
 it’s once again safe to upgrade your PC’s version of
 Windows. Windows 10 is nearly here, and a major
 thrust of its design is to be more familiar to users of
 pre-8 versions of Windows. You can’t upgrade to Windows 10 quite yet, but you can make
 a decision to start the process rolling. Here’s how.” These are some of the items Microsoft
 will be killing off in Windows 10—and ways to work around them....


PC Magazine, July 14, June 1
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YA novels set at summer camp


Kelly Dickinson writes: “Summer camp can be a dependable community
 where you feel the freedom to be a different version of yourself. Camp
 can also be the time and place when you discover new interests or new
 aspects of your identity. Like all tightly knit and highly organized
 communities, camp can also be a place that reinforces certain
 expectations or ideals, making it a trap rather than an escape. In all
 cases, summer camp also seems to be one of the best settings for
 diverse and strong coming-of-age tales. Just check out a few of these
 fabulous young adult novels set at summer camp.”...


YALSA The Hub, July 14


Dewey Readmore Books continues to inspire


Nearly 27 years after Dewey Readmore Books became a fixture
 at the Spencer (Iowa) Public Library, he continues to be “the
 small-town library cat who touched the world.” The Spencer
 library continues to conduct between 15 to 20 tours a week for
 Dewey fans who visit the library from around the world. The tour
 begins and ends at the bronze Dewey statue located at the front
 desk....


Spencer (Iowa) Daily Reporter, July 10
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For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our


 RSS feed.


Becoming new Americans


The Schaumburg Township (Ill.) District Library in
 Chicago’s northwest suburbs promotes citizenship
 training as well as English as a second language (ESL)
 courses. Schaumburg, home to several global
 corporations, attracts workers from around the world. As
 a result, the library found that citizenship training was
 very much in demand. In recognition of the library’s five-
year-long commitment to citizenship education, the US
 Citizenship and Immigration Services invited the library to host its third naturalization
 ceremony on September 20, 2013....


American Libraries feature, July 7


Making progress in digital content


George Gottschalk writes: “What does an ebooks
 marketplace look like if, in addition to libraries, content
 providers are equally committed to a sustainable
 ecosystem that enables viability for all players—publishers, vendors, authors, libraries,
 and, of course, readers? It looks a great deal like the session ‘Making Progress in Digital
 Content’ that took place at the 2015 ALA Annual Conference, sponsored by the Office for
 Information Technology Policy.”...


AL: E-Content, July 1


When America’s librarians went to war
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Linton Weeks writes: “Looking back at the nationwide
 support for American troops in the two world wars,
 we see Americans of all stripes making patriotic
 contributions and sacrifices—including farmers,
 factory workers, and librarians. How did librarians fit
 in to national security in the 20th century? In an array of ways, says Cara Bertram, an
 archivist for ALA. Librarians were especially active during World War I.”...


NPR, July 1


Apply for Great Stories Club programming grants


The ALA Public Programs Office invites libraries to
 apply for the Great Stories Club, a reading and
 discussion program for at-risk teens. Eligible libraries must be located within or working in
 partnership with organizations that serve at-risk youth. Working with small groups of 6–10
 teens, grantees will host reading and discussion events for each of three selected book
 titles. Apply by September 15....


Public Programs Office, July 6


North Carolina woman gets library card 73 years later


More than seven decades ago, Pearl Thompson wanted
 to check out a book from a North Carolina library. But she
 was told no, because she is black. A Wake County Public
 Library official changed that on July 2, years after the
 1942 incident during the days of racial segregation, and
 issued her a library card. Thompson, now 93, was a
 student at Shaw University when she went to the Olivia Rainey Library in Raleigh to
 borrow a book for a report, and was refused....


Raleigh (N.C.) News and Observer, July 2


An innovative Chinese library


Jane Perlez writes: “Li Xiaodong, an award-winning
 architect who fuses traditional Chinese ideas of
 design with Western themes, has built a library in the
 village of Jiaojiehe, China, that is so intriguing it has
 become a destination for day-trippers from Beijing. At
 its base, it is a steel and glass box in the vein of a
 Philip Johnson open-plan creation from the 1950s, but
 its exterior walls and roof are clad with fruit-tree twigs.”...


New York Times, July 6


For teachers: How to create summer reading lists
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Ingrid Abrams writes: “Summer reading depresses the
 bejeezus out of me. We’re running out of titles and our will
 to live, and the summer reading assignment lists from
 teachers don’t seem to have been written by actual people.
 In response to the bananas lists I’ve seen in my six years
 as a public librarian, here are my tips for writing the perfect
 summer reading list. This will be the list where your local
 librarians will actually be able to help your students and their families. Don’t be mad.
 We’re in this together.”...


The Magpie Librarian, July 6


Librarians and faculty not eye-to-eye on data privacy


Steven J. Bell writes: “What’s your take on student data
 and privacy? Librarians, owing to a professional code of
 ethics that calls for the profession to unequivocally
 protect the privacy rights of its community members, tend
 to take a strong stand in advocating for privacy. So how
 should academic librarians respond when administrators
 request data on student use of research products, attendance at instruction sessions, or
 number of books borrowed?”...


The Blended Librarian, July 6; Eclectic Librarian, June 11


The 10 best tablets of 2015


Wendy Sheehan Donnell and Eugene Kim write: “It’s
 difficult to remember a time before tablets, but it’s been
 just over five short years since the original Apple iPad
 hit the scene, and the current tablet market was born.
 But which tablet is right for you? Whether you’re eyeing
 an iPad, one of the many Android tablets available, or a
 Windows model, here are the key factors you need to
 consider when shopping for a tablet, along with the top-
rated models we’ve tested.”...


PC Magazine, May 1, July 2


Learn video production for free online


Shay Meinecke writes: “There is an abundance of
 resources to learn about video production. You’ll need
 to decide on what editing program you want to use,
 what camera best fits your style, whether to use
 lighting and audio equipment, among other options. In
 this article, you’ll learn about two industry-standard
 video editors that are sure to help you create great
 content.”...
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MakeUseOf, July 6; Mar. 24, 2014; Sept. 25, Nov. 12, 2012


Five LGBT comics out now


Alliterator writes: “The first week of July was somewhat weird for LGBT
 characters in comic books. First, there was the fact that the
 Midnighter’s comic is actually really, really good. But then we got a
 controversy about James Robinson’s Airboy and its use of a
 derogatory word for transgender. But the current crop of comics does
 have a lot of good LGBT characters, especially independent comics.
 Here are five you really need to start reading.”...


Kinja: Observation Deck, July 4; io9, July 1; Comic Book Resources,
 July 3
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For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


Program will connect public housing residents to the web


The Obama administration announced on July 15 a
 program, ConnectHome, to connect thousands of
 public housing residents across the nation to the
 internet at low prices or free. The effort is aimed at
 helping the many low-income Americans who have
 been left behind in an increasingly technology-driven
 nation. Overall, 275,000 households, including
 200,000 children, will be eligible for free internet connections or, in some areas,
 broadband hookups that cost as little as $9.95 a month. US libraries and ALA will play a
 role in the program....


New York Times, July 15; ALA Office for Information Technology Policy, July 15


Senate passes overhaul of No Child Left Behind Act


The US Senate on July 16 passed an overhaul of the
 No Child Left Behind education law, an action that
 senators on both sides of the aisle agreed was long
 overdue. Senators voted 81–17 to pass the Every
 Child Achieves Act, which transfers more decision-
making power to state and local authorities. The
 Senate also amended the Elementary and Secondary Education Act to include the Reed-
Cochran Amendment, which explicitly authorizes school districts to use federal funds to
 develop and foster effective school library programs. Here are five things to know about
 congressional efforts to replace No Child Left Behind....


The Hill, July 16; ALA Office of Government Relations, July 16; Associated Press, July 17
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Digital publishing: In praise of pioneers


James LaRue writes: “Disruption clears a path for
 pioneers, visionaries who see an opportunity where
 others see a threat. When it comes to ebooks, a few
 publishers are worthy of note. They not only
 experiment with technology in ways that significantly
 enhance the product, but they also reach out to
 libraries as potential new partners. One of my favorite examples is Rosen Publishing.
 They not only converted their books to EPUB, they also added levels of interactivity.”...


 AL: E-Content, July 16


ALA delegation to Finland in October


ALA Past-President Courtney Young will lead a
 delegation of ALA members to Helsinki, Finland,
 October 11–16. Delegates will visit innovative
 libraries, learn and share experiences with Finnish
 colleagues, and meet with the leadership of Suomen
 Kirjastoseura, the Finnish Library Association. Travel arrangements will be arranged
 through Professionals Abroad....


ALA International Relations Office


Nominations open for 2015 I Love My Librarian Award


The New York Public Library has joined as one of the
 cosponsors of the I Love My Librarian Award. The award
 invites library users nationwide to recognize the
 accomplishments of exceptional public, school, college,
 community college, or university librarians. The award will be
 funded through 2017 thanks to a $200,000 grant from
 Carnegie Corporation of New York, which has been the award’s primary sponsor since
 ALA took over administration of the award from The New York Times in 2008.
 Nominations will be accepted through September 28....


Campaign for America’s Libraries, July 16; I Love Libraries


Special reports in the 2015 LBTA


Alan Inouye writes: “The future of libraries and publishers attracts a lot
 of debate and writing. But what have we learned overall from the efforts
 to date? This question of synthesis and looking ahead is the theme of
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 the Special Reports in the just-released 2015 Library and Book Trade
 Almanac, formerly known as the Bowker Annual, for which I served as
 the consulting editor. In her article ‘Rethinking the Roles of US
 Libraries,’ Larra Clark brings together three major activities that focus
 on the future of libraries.”...


District Dispatch, July 16


Data, data everywhere, but do we want to drink?


Yasmeen Shorish writes: “Ask around and you’ll hear
 that data is the new bacon. It’s the hot thing that
 everyone wants a piece of. It is another medium with
 which we interact and derive meaning from. It is
 information, potentially valuable and abundant. But much like bacon, unmoderated
 gorging, without balance or diversity of content, can raise blood pressure and give you a
 heart attack. To understand how best to interact with the data landscape, it is important to
 look beyond it.”...


ACRL Tech Connect, July 16


Kid’s books about the Middle East raise concerns


Caitlin McCabe writes: “Duval County, Florida, is including
 two books set in the Middle East in the elementary school
 curriculum. A few parents are concerned that the books
 will encourage children to read the Koran and pray to
 Muhammad. The children’s books are The Librarian of
 Basra and Nasreen’s Secret School, both of which
 revolve around free speech and free access to information.”...


Comic Book Legal Defense Fund, July 15


A look at Muslims in comics


Ardo Omer writes: “Eid Mubarak, readers! For most
 Muslims, July 17 marks the end of Ramadan, roughly 30
 days of fasting. Eid al-Fitr is a celebration of the end of
 Ramadan, and marks the start of a new Islamic month,
 Shawwal. I thought it would be appropriate to celebrate
 by showing some fellow Muslims in comics to mark the
 occasion. If you happen to see a Muslim today, greet them with Eid Mubarak.”...


Panels, July 17


The 50 best nonfiction books from the past 20 years
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QwikLit writes: “The world of nonfiction is as vast as it is varied.
 Combining hard-hitting journalism with pioneering works of academia,
 while also leaving room for deeply personal memoirs and rich histories,
 this list of the 50 best books is intended for those seeking a new books
 to read. The selections represent the diversity of the nonfiction canon
 from the past 20 years, and I have been mindful of showing variations
 of the genre.”...


QwikLit, Mar. 9


New LC video series: Every Photo Is a Story


Barbara Orbach Natanson writes: “A wonderful new
 series of videos demonstrates that every photo is a
 story waiting to be discovered. LC Prints and
 Photographs Division Reference Librarian Kristi
 Finefield discusses strategies for researching
 photographs with historian Sam Watters. Sam and
 Kristi illustrate how using techniques for examining the
 fronts and backs of photographs and looking at every detail yields questions to explore.”...


Picture This: Library of Congress Prints and Photos, July 16


Parents dedicate new college safe space (satire)


The Onion notes: “In an effort to provide sanctuary for
 Lynnfield (Mass.) College students exposed to
 perspectives different from their own, a new campus
 safe space was dedicated Wednesday in honor of
 Alexis Stigmore, a 2009 graduate who felt kind of
 weird in class one time. The $2 million space
 reportedly features soothing music, neutral-colored walls, oversized floor cushions, fun
 board games, and a variety of snacks.”...


The Onion, July 15
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Solutions and Services: Digitizing history


Cambridge Archive Editions, in partnership with East
 View Information Services, has digitized its collection of
 British archival documents from the 18th to the 20th
 century, including original print volumes and
 accompanying maps, and made them available as
 online editions via the East View ebook platform. Gale
 has also made several new collections available on the Gale Artemis: Primary Sources
 platform....


American Libraries column, July-Aug.


What to collect?


Kathy Marquis and Leslie Waggener write: “Public libraries
 gather a wide variety of materials to build a local history
 reference collection, everything from cemetery records to
 hand-tied flies for anglers’ poles to whatever patrons give
 them. Determining what to collect is probably the most
 important set of decisions to make and is, in fact, the place to
 start. Let’s look at what is usually found in a local history
 assemblage of published materials.”...


American Libraries feature, July-Aug.


Guadalajara: ALA free pass program
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Guadalajara International Book Fair (FIL), November
 28–December 6, is the most important publishing
 event in the Spanish language. If your library serves
 Spanish-speaking populations, do not miss this great
 opportunity to access more than 300,000 titles in the
 exhibition floor. The ALA Free Pass Program offers
 three nights of lodging, free registration, and $100
 airfare reimbursement. Apply by September 4....


Guadalajara International Book Fair


One more step toward open access legislation


The Senate Homeland Security and Governmental
 Affairs Committee on July 29 passed S. 779, the Fair
 Access to Science and Technology Research
 (FASTR) Act, unanimously by voice vote and moved it to the full Senate for consideration.
 This marks the first time the Senate has acted on a government-wide policy ensuring
 public access to the results of publicly funded research. As critical public access points,
 libraries provide every sector of their communities with a wealth of research information....


InfoJustice, July 29


 


 


Creating campus-wide technology


Cinthya Ippoliti writes: “Libraries have undergone
 significant changes in the last five years, shifting from
 repositories to learning spaces, from places to
 experiences. Much of this is due to our growing
 relationships with our IT, instructional technology, and
 research colleagues as the lines between technology and library-related work become
 continually more blurred. So how can you best approach outreach to your IT campus
 departments and individuals?”...


 LITA Blog, July 27


Can I bring my gun to the library?


Carrie O’Maley Voliva writes: “Whether or not written into
 library policy, handguns may be allowed in public libraries
 in at least 30 states. That’s what Diana Gleason, head of
 public services at the University of Idaho College of Law
 Library, found in her 50-state survey of firearm laws
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 impacting policies prohibiting handguns in public libraries.
 Gleason found that gun laws range from strict gun control
 to limited gun control (and everything in between).”...


Public Libraries Online, July 29


10 questions to ask about your teen services


Michelle Purcell, Rachel Magee, Denise Agosto, and Andrea Forte
 write: “Are you struggling to find ways to engage teens at your
 library? Look no further! As part of our ongoing research relating
 to teen library services, we talked with teens across the country
 and have answers for you in these 10 questions to ask about your
 teen services.”...


YALSA Blog, July 30


Picture books for girls that go against stereotypes


Imogen Russell Williams writes: “Girls of picture-book age are
 still overwhelmed with princess-pink, sparkly-pony
 messaging. Be pretty, passive, and vapid, and your reward
 will be to remain so, while the prince you married gets on
 with the juicy business of living. But where are today’s equals
 of Princess Smartypants—intriguing, funny, unformulaic, and
 unbranded? Good news—there are many subversive
 antidotes out there, although they require some tracking
 down amid the glittery tide.”...


The Guardian (UK), July 30


Pitt law librarians uncover evidence in Happy Birthday case


Evidence that could conclusively prove there is no valid
 copyright claim to the lyrics of the “Happy Birthday”
 song was discovered in the University of Pittsburgh’s
 library storage facility. Attorneys for the plaintiffs in the
 class-action lawsuit Good Morning To You Productions
 Corp. v. Warner/Chappell Music contacted Pitt law
 librarian Linda Tashbook, who located the lyrics in a
 fourth edition of The Everyday Song Book (1922), which predates Warner/Chappell’s 1935
 copyright registration....


PittLaw, July 28
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Yoda the Owl gets library card at University of Bath


A Eurasian eagle-owl that deters seagulls from nesting
 at the University of Bath in the UK has been given a
 library card in recognition of his “valuable service.” The
 seven-year-old Yoda the Owl visits the campus twice a
 week with his handler, Marcus, as an environmentally
 friendly method to control the numbers of gulls.
 Unfortunately, Yoda will be unable to go into the library
 himself and will have to rely on Marcus to pick his books....


BBC News, July 28
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Nationwide grants for programs on Latino culture


To celebrate the diversity and achievements of US
 Latinos, the National Endowment for the Humanities
 and ALA created “Latino Americans: 500 Years of
 History,” a nationwide initiative grant to educate
 communities around the country. More than 200
 grantees—libraries, museums, cultural arts centers,
 and other organizations—will be receiving funding and
 resources to host festivals, discussion groups, oral history initiatives, local history
 exhibitions, and other programs about Latino history and culture....


NBC News, July 20


Councilman not sold on Brooklyn library redevelopment


A controversial plan to redevelop the Brooklyn Heights library
 cleared a hurdle July 15 with approval from the local community
 board. But Councilman Steve Levin criticized the current
 proposal and said without some changes he might oppose it
 when the project lands before the council for a final vote. He
 opposes the city’s intention to sell a public asset—the land on
 which the library sits and the air rights to build above the current
 structure—to a private developer....


Capital New York, July 19; New York Times, July 16
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A test that predicts a child’s reading future


Cory Turner writes: “Neurobiologist Nina Kraus
 believes she has found a way—a 30-minute test—to
 predict kids’ literacy skills long before they’re old
 enough to begin reading. When I first read the study in
 the journal PLOS Biology, two words came to mind:
 science fiction. Because flagging some 3-year-olds as
 potentially troubled readers before they’ve even tried reading feels eerily like being
 handcuffed by Tom Cruise in Minority Report for a crime that hasn’t happened yet.”...


 NPR, July 21; PLOS Biology, July 14


Nepal Library Relief fund


ALA is partnering with READ Global (Rural Education and
 Development) libraries in Nepal to collect monetary
 donations, which will be sent to READ Nepal to continue
 leading the earthquake relief effort. The Nepal Library
 Relief Fund will help to rebuild libraries and archives in
 Nepal that were destroyed or damaged by the earthquake
 on April 25, 2015, followed by a series of aftershocks
 including one of 7.3 magnitude on May 12. Visit the ALA Development Office page to
 make a donation....


ALA International Relations Office


Who should be the next Librarian of Congress?


Alan S. Inouye writes: “With the news that James H.
 Billington, the librarian of Congress, is retiring, there has
 been considerable discussion about who should be his
 successor. The question must be answered, but we
 need to think bigger picture than that. Many of the key
 players in today’s information ecosystem didn’t exist
 when Billington took the job in 1987. In light of this, we
 need to consider: What are the necessary roles of federal government institutions such as
 the Library of Congress in the digital revolution?”...


Roll Call, July 20


Technology deciphers 6th-century Hebrew scroll


High-resolution 3D scans have enabled researchers
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 from the Israel Antiquities Authority to decipher parts of
 a burnt 6th-century scroll unearthed in 1970 at the
 ancient Ein Gedi synagogue on the shores of the Dead
 Sea. The verses that have been deciphered are from
 the beginning of the Book of Leviticus, making it the
 most ancient Torah scroll found since the Dead Sea
 scrolls and the most ancient ever found in a synagogue....


CNET, July 20


Americans love libraries more than other public institutions


Wayne Wiegand writes: “Americans love their public libraries, but
 why? Historical research shows reasons fit into three broad
 categories—for the useful information they make accessible; for
 the public spaces they provide that help construct community; and
 for the transformative potential that reading, viewing, and listening
 to the commonplace stories that public libraries provide in a
 variety of textual forms. Historical examples for each abound.”...


Alternet, July 16


Video games are good for you


Miguel Vidaure writes: “What if playing video games
 can actually improve our lives by helping us both
 physically and mentally? Here are some benefits that
 researchers are now saying video games can provide.
 Of course, it goes without saying that playing video
 games for 10 hours a day might not be the best thing
 for you. The good news, however, is that video games are capable of helping us in so
 many ways that scientists are now suggesting that everyone should play them.”...


TechU4ia, July 9; What Is PlayStation 4, Nov. 5, 2014


Is “vampire” a genuine identity?


Sarah Caspari writes: “There are people who identify as
 ‘real vampires,’ but they aren’t out to suck victims’ blood
 in the dead of night. In fact, in many cases, they don’t
 want to reveal their identity at all, for fear of being
 judged. D. J. Williams and Emily E. Prior interviewed 11
 self-proclaimed vampires about their feelings on
 disclosing their identities to social workers and clinical
 professionals, hoping to shed light on how social workers treat people with what they call
 ‘non-traditional identities.’”...


Christian Science Monitor, July 9; Critical Social Work 16, no. 1 (2015)
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Scholarly profile pages of the future


From multi-stakeholder platforms like ORCID to
 commercial services like Google Scholar, academic
 profiles exist in a complex landscape of information
 flows. Lambert Heller provides an overview of the
 available scholarly profile pages and offers insight into
 their future development, which is set to be shaped by
 business models, technology, and available data streams....


London School of Economics and Political Science, July 16


Five great laptop bags for travelers


Sascha Segan writes: “Here at PCMag, we travel
 constantly to conferences and press events with
 heavy tech loads, so we’ve seen the good, the bag,
 and the ugly. These five bags are our current picks for
 connected travelers. For our five bags, we’ve gone for
 diversity: high-end and midrange backpacks, a
 messenger bag, a duffel, and a tote.”...


PC Magazine, July 20


Japanese sculptures of children made from books


A Japanese educational campaign, launched earlier in
 2015 by the Yokohama City Board of Education,
 utilizes sculptures of children made entirely from
 books. It’s a literal representation of the notion that
 books shape who we are. The sculptures are placed
 in such educational settings as classrooms and
 libraries and are accompanied by short phrases like
 “Read a book. See the world differently.” A creative team in Tokyo spearheaded the
 campaign to recruit more professional librarians....


Spoon and Tamago, July 18
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